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Dart: Divide and Specialize for Fast Response to
Congestion in RDMA-Based Datacenter Networks
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Abstract— Though Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
promises to reduce datacenter network latencies significantly
compared to TCP (e.g., 10x), end-to-end congestion control in the
presence of incasts is a challenge. Targeting the full generality of
the congestion problem, previous schemes rely on slow, iterative
convergence to the appropriate sending rates (e.g., TIMELY
takes 50 RTTs). Several papers have shown that even in
oversubscribed datacenter networks most congestion occurs at
the receiver. Accordingly, we propose a divide-and-specialize
approach, called Dart, which isolates the common case of receiver
congestion and further subdivides the remaining in-network
congestion into the simpler spatially-localized and the harder
spatially-dispersed cases. For receiver congestion, we propose
direct apportioning of sending rates (DASR) in which a receiver
for n senders directs each sender to cut its rate by a factor of n,
converging in only one RTT. For the spatially-localized case, Dart
provides fast (under one RTT) response by adding novel switch
hardware for in-order flow deflection (IOFD) because RDMA
disallows packet reordering on which previous load balancing
schemes rely. For the uncommon spatially-dispersed case, Dart
falls back to DCQCN. Small-scale testbed measurements and
at-scale simulations, respectively, show that Dart achieves 60%
(2.5x) and 79% (4.8x) lower 99th -percentile latency, and similar
and 58% higher throughput than InfiniBand, and TIMELY
and DCQCN.

Index Terms— Datacenters, RDMA, congestion control.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY modern, interactive datacenter applications have
tight latency requirements due to stringent service-level

agreements (e.g., under 200 ms for Web Search). TCP-based
datacenter networks significantly lengthen the application
latency. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) substantially
reduces latencies compared to TCP by bypassing the operating
system via hardware support at the network interface (e.g.,
RDMA over InfiniBand and RDMA over Converged Ethernet
(RoCE) can cut TCP’s latency by 10x [1], [2]). As such,
RDMA may soon replace TCP in datacenters [3]–[6].
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Employing RDMA in datacenters, however, poses a
challenge. RDMA provides hop-by-hop flow control and
rate-based end-to-end congestion control [7], [8]. However,
RDMA’s congestion control is suboptimal for the well-known
datacenter congestion problem, called incast, where multiple
flows collide at a switch causing queuing delays and long
latency tails [9] despite good network design [10], [11].
Though such congestion affects only a small fraction of the
flows (e.g., 0.1%), datacenter applications’ unique characteris-
tics imply that the average latency is worsened. For example,
because Web Search aggregates replies from thousands of
nodes, the 99.9th percentile reply latency affects the average
response time; or alternatively, dropping the slowest replies
worsens the response quality. In TCP, incasts cause delays due
to packet drops and re-transmissions [9]. Though the lossless
RDMA does not incur packet drops, incast-induced queuing
delays lengthen RDMA’s latency tail [12].

InfiniBand uses Early Congestion Notification (ECN) marks
to infer imminent congestion and cuts back the send-
ing rates [7], [8]. While DCQCN [12] proposes a similar
scheme for RoCE, TIMELY [13] uses round-trip times (RTT)
measurements, instead of ECN marks, for rate control in
user-level TCP. Unfortunately, because ECN marks and RTT
measurements need many round-trips to converge to the appro-
priate sending rates (e.g., 50 RTTs in TIMELY), the schemes
are too slow for the applications’ predominantly short flows
each of which lasts only a handful of round-trips. During
convergence, the schemes also lose throughput due to over-
and under-shooting the sending rates.

To speed up convergence, we leverage the result in several
papers [14]–[17] and reports from large datacenter operators
such as Facebook [18], Google [19] and Microsoft [20]: even
under typical oversubscription most congestion in datacenter
networks occurs at the network edge (i.e., at the link from
top-of-rack (ToR) switch to the receiver) as opposed to within
the network. Our simulations confirm this result which is
due to high-bandwidth network core [10], [11] and incast at
the receiver. We make the key observation that while general
congestion is complex and may require iterative convergence,
the simpler and common case of receiver congestion can be
addressed quicker via specialization; Without isolating this
case, previous schemes apply their iterative throttling to the
general case. Instead, our proposal, called Dart, employs a
divide-and-specialize approach to isolate receiver congestion
and significantly speeds up the convergence. Dart sub-divides
the remaining case of in-network congestion into the simpler
spatially-localized case and the harder spatially-dispersed case.
For the former where the network capacity is not under
pressure (e.g., due to imperfect ECMP hashing), Dart avoids
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throttling which is unnecessary. For the latter where the
network capacity is under pressure (e.g., due to dynamic
network load spikes), Dart falls back on DCQCN’s throt-
tling which may be unavoidable. Load balancing [21]–[28]
can alleviate localized in-network congestion but not receiver
congestion, and usually reorders packets which is not sup-
ported by RDMA.

To address receiver congestion, we make the key observa-
tion that unlike in a wide-area setting, datacenter applications
are co-operative where a receiver of n senders can direct each
sender to cut its rate by a factor of n, This mechanism, called
direct apportioning of sending rates (DASR), ensures that the
critical, short flows get their fair share of (instantaneous)
throughput without being swamped by the background, long
flows. When a sender completes, the (instantaneous) sending
rate is adjusted as per the new sender count. Because DASR
piggybacks the count in the receiver’s acknowledgments to the
senders, DASR achieves accurate and one-RTT convergence
of sending rates without any repeated adjustments, unlike
previous schemes. Specifically, (1) RCP [29] proposes to
apportion the rates among the senders, but employs slow,
iterative convergence at the switches because RCP (a) targets
general congestion without isolating receiver congestion and
(b) uses general parameters to arrive indirectly at fair share
instead of directly counting flows which is hard to do at Inter-
net scales; we evaluate RCP’s convergence in Section VI-D.
(2) EyeQ [15] highlights edge congestion but applies RCP’s
iterative convergence, which takes 25-30 RTTs, without spe-
cializing for edge congestion. (3) NUMFabric [30] achieves
more flexible and faster bandwidth allocation than TCP but
still employs iterative convergence (e.g., 31 RTTs). And,
(4) while ExpressPass [31] and NDP [17] target general con-
gestion via receiver-based congestion control, neither scheme
isolates receiver congestion. ExpressPass employs BIC-TCP
iterative convergence which takes 20 RTTs for a datacenter
network (Section VI-D); ExpressPass shows results only for
a simple network. NDP fundamentally relies on (a) packet
spraying, which reorders packets, to reduce congestion and
(b) packet trimming, which removes payloads, to unclog
congestion notification to the receiver. Neither of these mech-
anisms is supported by RDMA which has no software stack
like TCP. Without these mechanisms, NDP would see more
congestion and slower feedback. DASR’s faster convergence
reduces latency tail (critical flows quickly get their share)
and improves throughput (fewer adjustments). In an additional
optimization, DASR leverages application-provided incast
degree to avoid counting the senders and converge even faster.

To address spatially-localized, in-network congestion, Dart
simply deflects the affected packets under the premise that an
alternate path is faster than being queued up in the shortest
path. To avoid livelock, Dart allows only a few deflections
for a packet after which the packet is not deflected even
at a congested switch. Dart avoids deadlocks via a widely-
used virtual-channel-based scheme [8], [32]. Because RDMA
does not support packet reordering, Dart provides hardware
support in the switch to keep a flow’s packets in order. While
deflection [33] is well known, our contribution is in-order flow
deflection (IOFD) unlike previous load-balancing schemes
including DIBS [28]. As a congestion response, deflection is

much lighter-weight and quicker (well under one RTT) than
rate-cutting using iterative convergence and does not affect the
sending rates. For spatially-dispersed in-network congestion,
which is uncommon, Dart falls back to DCQCN’s heavy-
weight rate modulation. By filtering out receiver congestion
and localized in-network congestion, Dart cuts the number
of ECN marks, which trigger DCQCN fall-backs, by 4x for
typical workloads.

We make four observations: First, receiver conges-
tion is easy to differentiate from in-network congestion
(Section III-C). Second, DASR works only for receiver con-
gestion but not for in-network congestion (e.g., two flows col-
lide in the network but go to different receivers which cannot
detect the collision); and vice versa for IOFD (flows colliding
at the receiver should not be deflected). As such, one of our
contributions is identifying the specific case and applying the
appropriate specialization. Third, because DASR and IOFD
separately target receiver congestion and localized in-network
congestion, respectively, they are more effective despite being
simpler than previous schemes which tackle the full generality
of the problem using a common mechanism. Finally, Dart
leverages RDMA’s unique features. While DASR is applicable
to both RDMA and TCP, our DASR implementation relies on
RDMA’s discrete messages as opposed to TCP’s continuous
flows (Section III-B). IOFD specifically addresses RDMA’s
lack of support for packet reordering,

In summary, our key contributions are:
• employing a divide-and-specialize approach to congestion

control;
• addressing receiver congestion via direct apportioning of

sending rates by using the sender count to achieve accurate and
faster, one-RTT convergence of sending rates than previous
schemes which are iterative; and
• addressing spatially-localized in-network congestion via

in-order flow deflection whereas previous schemes reorder
packets which is not supported by RDMA.

A small-scale 16-node testbed implementation shows that
Dart converges to the desired sending rate in one RTT and
achieves 60% (2.5x) lower latency than and similar through-
put as InfiniBand. Datacenter-scale ns-3 simulations show
that Dart achieves 79% (4.8x) lower 99th-percentile latency
and 58% higher throughput, on average, than TIMELY and
DCQCN for typical over-subscription and load settings.

II. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Modern datacenter applications demand both low latency
tails and high throughput from the network. Interactive data-
center applications, such as Web Search, generate thousands of
short flows to lookup large distributed datasets for each user
query. As described in Section I, the overall response time is
bound by the 99th - 99.9th percentile of flow completion times
(i.e., the tail-latency problem) [34]. Further, the synchronous
nature of the lookup responses, which are aggregated in
subsets, implies that each subset arrives at a switch causing an
incast, which worsens when multiple queries’ subsets arrive
at the same time. On the other hand, background applications
(e.g., Web Index update) demand high throughput for large
volumes of Internet data. These long flows colliding with the
short flows also exacerbate incasts.
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The OS overheads in TCP drastically dilate network tail
latencies (e.g., 99th percentile latency is 10-20x of median
latency [9]). Further, a slow response to congestion hurts
latency at the start of incasts and throughput at the end.
Similarly, an inaccurate response affects latency or throughput,
depending on whether the rate was less or more than the
optimum.

A. RDMA

With RDMA, the application invokes the NIC directly
without involving the OS – (1) At the sender, the NIC uses
DMA to copy data from the application memory to its buffers
using DMA and sends the data after some protocol processing;
(2) At the receiver, the NIC copies data into the receiving
application’s buffer. Thus, RDMA eliminates OS intervention
and accelerates protocol processing at both the sender and the
receiver. The buffers are pinned in physical memory and the
address translations are cached at the NIC during connection
establishment. RDMA-based transports [4], [5] show an order-
of-magnitude reduction in flow latencies at low loads. As such,
RDMA, initially proposed for multiprocessor networks [35],
is finding its way into modern datacenters.

B. Challenges

Existing RDMA transports provide hop-by-hop flow control
to ensure lossless operation. For example, InfiniBand [36]
employs credit-based flow control and RoCE [37] uses
Priority-based Flow Control (PFC). InfiniBand provides rate-
based end-to-end congestion control using ECN marks [7], [8].
DCQCN [12] has shown that RoCE without end -to-end
congestion control degrades in both latency and throughput
at high loads.

As discussed in Section I, previous schemes address the full
generality of the congestion problem and end up with iterative
convergence to the appropriate sending rate upon congestion.
Unlike TCP’s window-based rate control, RCP’s [29] routers
iteratively calculate and convey the fair-share bandwidth to
the senders sharing a link, which slows convergence (see
Section VI-D). DCQCN [12] and TIMELY [13] improve end-
to-end congestion control at datacenter scales for RDMA
(RoCE) and user-level TCP respectively. Both DCQCN and
TIMELY directly control the sending rate by pacing the
packets sent out of the NIC. DCQCN starts a flow at the full
line rate, employs ECN marks as feedback and cuts the send-
ing rate in proportion to the exponentially-averaged fraction
of ECN-marked packets. To avoid some problems of ECN
(e.g., low-priority packets may not see ECN marks), TIMELY
employs RTT measurements as feedback and modulates the
sending rate (additive increase and multiplicative decrease)
based on RTT gradients bounded by thresholds at the extremes.

Despite these innovative ideas, because these schemes tackle
the general case with arbitrarily changing number of flows
which interact in arbitrary ways, the schemes rely on slow,
iterative convergence to the appropriate sending rates. As dis-
cussed in Section I, other schemes, including EyeQ [15],
NumFabric [30] and ExpressPass [31], also rely on iterative
convergence. Such convergence requires many round trips
(e.g., 60 RTTs in RCP, 50 RTTs in TIMELY, 31 RTTs in
NUMFabric, and 25-30 RTTs in EyeQ), as illustrated in

Fig. 1. Dart’s fast, one-RTT convergence.

Figure 1 for a sender whose initial sending rate is 100%
of the line rate and the target rate is 50%. The upper half
of Figure 1 shows the tuning of sender-inferred rates. Such
iterative convergence hurts both latency and throughput, as we
show in Section VI-B. Because DCQCN and TIMELY specif-
ically target RDMA (RoCE) and user-level TCP (which
bypasses the OS like RDMA), respectively, and are repre-
sentative of iterative convergence, we compare Dart to these
two schemes in our results.

C. Opportunities

Dart employs a divide-and-specialize approach to avoid iter-
ative convergence in the common case of receiver congestion
(i.e., multiple senders intentionally sending to a receiver).
For this case, Dart uses direct apportioning of sending rates
(DASR) which specifies the appropriate sending rate in one
RTT without repeated adjustments (see the lower half of
Figure 1). Thus, Dart achieves accurate and fast convergence
for receiver congestion. Dart further sub-divides the remain-
ing case of in-network congestion into two sub-cases: the
easier spatially-localized congestion and the harder spatially-
dispersed congestion. For the localized sub-case, Dart employs
in-order flow deflection (IOFD) which does not affect the
sending rates. Such deflection is a quicker, lighter-weight,
in-network response (well under one RTT) than the previous
schemes’ iterative convergence. For the dispersed sub-case,
which is uncommon especially after IOFD filters out localized
congestion, Dart falls back to DCQCN.

III. RECEIVER CONGESTION

We start with direct apportioning of sending rates (DASR)
and describe in-order flow deflection (IOFD) in Section IV.
We note that when contention is at the end-points, the fair
share of bandwidth for each of n (say) senders is well-defined
as 1

n . The fair share can be extended easily to weighted fair
shares.

In our description of DASR and IOFD, we use the term
‘flows’ to mean RDMA messages. Short flows are effectively
small messages (e.g., those that contain small search queries
for web-search, or key-value lookup requests for memcached).
Long flows are effectively large messages that perform bulk-
copying of large sections of memory (e.g., for index-updates in
web-search). Both short and long flows may be packetized as
necessary. While flow sizes are not known to the TCP layer,
message sizes must be sent explicitly in RDMA and hence
the RDMA application messaging layer can identify long and
short flows.

A. Direct Apportioning of Sending Rates

All flows begin at the full line rate because (1) we want
to avoid penalizing the latency of short flows, and (2) Dart’s
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Fig. 2. Direct apportioning of sending rates.

fast feedback can quickly throttle long flows if necessary.
Dart piggybacks the sender count, the n value, with ACKs
to all the senders; ACKs use high-priority queues in Dart as
well as all the other schemes we compare. Such piggybacking
can be achieved via NIC firmware without hardware changes.
(In practice, implementing firmware changes on proprietary
NICs is not feasible without vendor support. We discuss
our prototyping approach later in Section V.) As such,
senders receive continuous, fast – one-RTT – direction
from the receivers on their allowed transmission rate. Such
co-ordination is between the end-point NICs; the switches
need not be modified.

Figure 2 shows an oversubscribed fat tree to illustrate
Dart’s operation in terms of fair-sharing among long flows.
Consider the example shown in Figure 2(a) wherein a single
receiver (D) receives a steady long flow from one sender (S1)
at the line rate. That sender continues to transmit at the line
rate without throttling as it sees the n value remain 1 in the
ACKs from the receiver. When a second sender (S2) initiates
another long flow to the same receiver (D), there is contention
at the leaf-level switch, as shown in Figure 2(b) where the solid
and broken lines show the two flows. As the two flows’ packets
arrive interleaved at the destination node, the receiver’s NIC
piggy-backs the updated n = 2 value with the ACKs to each
sender. The ACKs cause the sender NICs to throttle the rate to
1
n = 1

2 of the line rate, which can be sustained in steady state.
The above discussion illustrates the two key benefits

of DASR. First, the continuous feedback mechanism means
that congestion control feedback to senders is fast, in one RTT.
Second, the senders are given an accurate and precise rate not
to exceed. The algorithm seamlessly handles flow “churn” by
constantly sending updated n values.

B. Short Flows and Incasts Under DASR

The case of short flows, including incasts, interacting with
long flows uses the same mechanism to ensure that the latency
of short-flows is not hurt (Figure 3(a)). A long flow that
contends with k other short flows from k unique senders
is directed to reduce its sending rate to 1

k+1 because n =
k + 1. While this throttling helps the short flows’ latency,
such throttling is short-lived and does not hurt the long flow’s
throughput. The presence of short flows can be treated as a
case of flow-churn; the long flows throttle their rates according
to the number of short flows, but only for the duration of the
short flows (Figure 3(b).

The rate throttling at the sender is staggered by the
time required for the receiver’s ACK (with the piggy-backed
n value) to reach the sender. while DCQCN and TIMELY
also incur this ACK delay (Section II), the previous schemes

Fig. 3. Short flows mixed with long flows.

Fig. 4. Active Unique Sender Set for sender S (in software).

require several iterations of RTT measurements or ECN marks,
involving several round trips, for the sender to infer the
appropriate rate (e.g., 50 RTTs in TIMELY). This delay
hurts both short flows’ latency and long flows’ throughput.
In contrast, DASR converges in one RTT to the appropriate
sending rates.

Dart addresses one other challenge: accurate counting of
senders. Consider a case where two incasts to the same
destination (say D) begin close in time and there is an overlap
in the senders of the two incasts (sender S is part of both incast
groups). Because S’s two incast flows would be serialized at
S’s NIC, D’s NIC should count source S exactly once when
determining n. This case is handled naturally because Dart
tracks in software the unique senders of active flows – in the
Active Unique Sender Set (AUSS). Upon a new message/flow,
the sender of the message is added to the AUSS if not already
present (see Figure 4(a)). Further, Dart initializes a count of
in-flight messages associated with that sender to 1 (if not
previously present in the AUSS) or increment the in-flight
message count (if previously present in the AUSS and multiple
messages from the same sender are concurrently active). Dart
finally decrements the sender count only when all the messages
from that sender terminate, as shown in Figure 4(b). With the
above tracking in place, DASR can use the number of elements
in the AUSS as the n value (i.e., n = |AUSS|).

Finally, each sender in the AUSS is associated with a
timestamp of the flow’s last packet. Any flow that is idle for
long (e.g., 2 seconds) is assumed to be dead and eliminated
from the AUSS. This well-known soft-state approach ensures
that DASR does not artificially throttle active senders in
cases where other senders may fail after initiating message
transmission. Recall that RCP requires switch support to
handle the full generality. In contrast, Dart requires extra state
only at the receiver (host) to specialize the common case of
receiver congestion.

RDMA’s connectionless nature (unlike TCP) and its clearly-
marked message start/end ensures that senders are not counted
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Fig. 5. Handling receiver and non-receiver congestion.

in idle periods (as shown in Figure 4). Because our DASR
implementation relies on RDMA’s message start/end markers
for accurate AUSS tracking, it does not extend to TCP which
views communication as a continuous stream without markers
making it hard to account for flow idleness.

C. Handling Non-Receiver Congestion

Figure 5 illustrates our state machine that exhaustively
handles receiver and non-receiver (in-network and at source)
congestion. Dart distinguishes between receiver and non-
receiver congestion based on two observable symptoms:
(1) throughput at the receiver, and (2) ECN marks. Changes in
either of the two trigger state changes as shown in Figure 5.

As long as no ECN marks are received, Dart remains in
the “No Congestion” state. While DASR targets receiver con-
gestion, both receiver congestion and non-receiver congestion
(including network and source congestion at the sender’s NIC)
may result in ECN marks. For source congestion, we require
that the source NICs be capable of ECN marking, which
is possible in today’s SmartNICs. For example, we can
programmatically set ECN on Netronome Agilio CX NICs
based on queue depth, which is accessible as intrinsic meta-
data [38]. Without any additional safeguards, the ECN-based
DCQCN fall-back may over-throttle the sending rates in
addition to DASR even for receiver congestion. To avoid such
over-throttling, we observe that during receiver congestion,
the throughput seen by the receiver is not affected as all flows
headed to that receiver would be serialized anyway at the last
hop (i.e., the receive throughput is equal to line rate). This
condition triggers DASR, denoted by “Receiver Congestion”
state in Figure 5. In this state, Dart piggy-backs the n values
while suppressing the ECN marks on the returning ACKs. The
throughput is unaffected even if receiver congestion occurs at
an internal switch – it is still receiver congestion irrespective
of where it occurs.

In contrast, in the case of non-receiver congestion
(i.e., network and source congestion) where contending flows
are headed to different destinations, the bottleneck link capac-
ity would be shared by contending flows. As a result, when
the flows eventually reach their destinations, the receivers
would observe throughputs that are less than the line rate.
In addition, the receiver would also observe ECN marks
due to congestion. Accordingly, Dart enters “Non Receiver

Congestion” state when the receiver observes lower than line
rate as well as ECN marks. Because DASR cannot handle non-
receiver congestion, the receiver allows ECN marks, which
trigger DCQCN at the senders. Finally, to avoid DASR from
interfering with DCQCN, Dart sets n = 1 in this state. While
the above description handles receiver and non-receiver con-
gestion occurring separately, Dart naturally handles the case
of the two together in two steps. In the first step, Dart enters
the “Receiver Congestion” state causing DASR to kick in.
For non-receiver congestion, however, DASR’s apportioning
may cause the senders to underutilize their throughput share.
In that case, the receiver rate would fall below the line rate,
causing a transition to the “Non-Receiver Congestion” state in
the second step, where DSQCN kicks in to avoid continued
throughput loss. Thus, Dart exhaustively covers all cases of
congestion among the three states in Figure 5.

Dart’s convergence: From Figure 5, it is clear that
DASR covers only the special case of receiver congestion
and converges to the correct sender rate (i.e., fair share).
During non-receiver congestion (i.e., in-network or source
congestion), Dart falls back to DCQCN. Dart’s convergence
is thus guaranteed by DCQCN’s convergence in this case.
Overall, because our state machine exhaustively covers all
congestion states, Dart converges to the correct sender rates
in all cases.

D. Accelerated DASR

We further improve Dart’s performance by having the
application provide a look-ahead notification of the upcoming
set of incast flows that are part of an incast group. For example,
if each incast message carries (1) information that it is part
of a 20-flow incast and (2) the list of the 20 senders, the
receiver NIC can advertise rate limits to the 20 senders after
just the first such message, even before the other senders’
packets arrive at the receiver. As with the n value, such
lookahead notification can also be handled via NIC firmware.
Thus, the AUSS can be populated with the set of senders in
advance of actual packet arrival from all the senders. The
long flows back off quicker with this look-ahead, as shown
by the dotted line in Figure 3(b). For accurate counting,
Dart treats any flow as if it begins when the look-ahead
notification first arrives. The ending of flows is handled as
without the look-ahead. The look-ahead overhead is reasonable
(e.g., 20 two-byte sender-ids, each of which can address
64K sender NICs, amount to 40-byte or 2% overhead for
a 2-KB payload). Unlike generic applications, latency-sensitive
applications are specialized where the incast groups – static
in the application – are likely known to the programmer
(e.g., Web Search). Identifying the static groups is enough
even if they dynamically and unpredictably break into subsets
at different switches because eventually the whole static group
causes receiver congestion which is DASR’s target.

E. Failures and Attacks Under DASR

Because the AUSS tracking uses soft-state (as described
in Section III-B), Dart can handle failures seamlessly. Any
flow in the AUSS (irrespective of whether it uses look-ahead)
will naturally timeout and exit the AUSS when senders fail.
However, untrusted entities in multi-tenant datacenters may
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Fig. 6. Misrouting to avoid congested links.

attempt denial-of-service attacks by frequently sending look-
ahead notifications which results in other senders throttling
themselves. To ensure SLA compliance, datacenters typically
use rate-limiting to ensure that VMs of a tenant do not
exceed their fair share of bandwidth. Dart’s AUSS tracking
can be private to individual tenant’s flows. As such, any false
information from one tenant can not affect other tenants’
flows. As a last resort, the look-ahead optimization can be
turned off in multi-tenant datacenters, while retaining the main
DASR which is not susceptible to such attacks. We isolate
the look-ahead’s performance from that of the main DASR
in Section VI-C.

IV. LOCALIZED IN-NETWORK CONGESTION

We now address in-network congestion, starting with the
easier spatially-localized congestion, including incasts, and
then discuss the harder spatially-dispersed congestion. Local-
ized in-network contention is usually the result of temporary
link contention in a small neighborhood of switches. Such
contention may result in packets being unnecessarily seri-
alized (e.g., even though they may be headed to different
destinations). In such situations, Dart deflects all the packets
of selected short-flows to avoid this serialization penalty.
Consider the example shown in Figure 6 with two flows
between the source-destination pairs (S1, D1) (solid arrows)
and (S2, D2) (dashed arrows). Assuming the second flow
(dashed arrows) finds one of the links congested, the flow
may take an alternate path, away from the congested link –
a response well under one RTT. While such deflection results
in additional hops (two in the example – one misroute and
another to recover from the misroute), Dart’s deflection poli-
cies ensure that (1) this penalty is far lower than that of the
serialization so that deflection significantly improves latency
over previous schemes’ iterative convergence, and (2) the
relative overhead of extra link utilization is low (Section IV-B).
Further, our design is free from livelocks and deadlocks
(Section IV-B). We describe below Dart’s mechanisms and
policies for such deflection-based congestion avoidance.

A. In-Order Flow Deflection Mechanisms

Deflection routing is a well-known technique for load bal-
ancing [33]. In general, deflection routing can cause reordering
of packets. As such, deflection is relatively straightforward to
use when either the application does not require ordered packet
delivery or there is a reassembly layer that reorders received
packets to be delivered in the correct order (e.g., TCP).
Indeed, in addition to being well-explored in other contexts,
such packet-by-packet deflection has also been proposed for
congestion avoidance in data centers (DIBS [28]).

In contrast, for RDMA networks, there is no software stack
to reassemble out-of-order packets of a message/flow. Con-
sequently, the limited hardware support for packet reordering
are cases where re-ordering does not change the semantics.
For example, current support in ConnectX5 [39] is limited
to read/write RDMA verbs. A bulk remote-write can be
broken into many pieces and the order among the pieces
is not important as long as they all complete. However,
such reordering can change the semantics in send/recv based
RDMA verbs. For example, a flow abstraction, if broken
up into pieces, needs (1) sequence numbers associated with
each piece, and (2) reassembly at the receiver to put the
pieces back together in sequence order. Note that send/recv
verbs are widely used and acknowledged as higher performing
than read/write for server applications [5]. Recent work by
Mittal et al [40] extends modest support even for reordering of
flows with such sequence numbers; but with a fixed hardware
window for reassembly. Such limited window size requires the
source to throttle packets to ensure that the sliding window
does not overflow, which reduces throughput. On the other
hand, packet-by-packet deflection would require the ability
to handle unbounded reordering (and not just the limited
reordering support in [40]), which can impose significant CPU
overheads [26].

To avoid such overheads, the network must guarantee
in-order delivery semantics. For such networks, Dart uses
novel in-order flow deflection (IOFD) instead of the above
packet-level deflection. The key challenge in IOFD is to ensure
that later packets of the flow traverse the same network path
as the header packet of the flow. Further, the semantics do not
allow for any false-positives (i.e., the switch misidentifies a
non-deflected flow as a deflected flow) or false negatives (i.e.,
the switch ‘forgets’ a misrouted flow to be one). Such strong
semantics may seem challenging especially when considering
router failures. We describe the fault-free case below and
address faults in Section IV-C.

A naive solution would be to maintain routing history in
the switch for every flow which may be many at a given time,
and look up the history for every packet. Fortunately, because
only short flows are latency-critical, IOFD applies only to short
flows only a few of which overlap at a switch at any given time
(say 4 to 8). Long flows that collide at the receiver are handled
by DASR. Some spatially-dispersed in-network congestion due
to long flows is inevitable despite best-in-class hashing and
other schemes [21], [25], [26]. In our design, such collisions
trigger the DCQCN fall-back. Crucially, the latency-critical
short flows are deflected away from such collisions. Recall
that flow sizes are known in RDMA (Section III).

IOFD maintains the set of misrouted flows in a small
content-addressable memory (CAM) called the deflected flow
table (DFT) at each router. Entries in the DFT are allocated
when the start packet of an RDMA message is chosen
for deflection and a free entry is available in the DFT.
Each entry includes the flow id or RDMA message id
(the searchable field) and a randomly-selected output port for
that flow (the data field of the table entry). Entries in the DFT
are de-allocated when the end packet of an RDMA message
passes through the switch. To ensure that the history of
misrouted flows is not lost, no DFT entry may be overwritten
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Fig. 7. Packet routing with DFT lookup (in hardware).

except by natural deallocation. To avoid livelocks, IOFD
allows a packet only a limited number of misroutes which are
encoded as deflection token bits in each packet header. The
switch removes a token from each misrouted packet. If either
DFT entries are unavailable or the flow has exhausted its
tokens, the flow may not be deflected at the switch. Every
packet consults the DFT to determine its path, as shown in
Figure 7. If the packet’s flow-identifier matches one of the
entries, the packet is deflected to the port indicated by the entry
(e.g., a packet matching DFT entry id = 0xBC is deflected to
port 12 in Figure 7). To ensure that messages do not end up
at unintended end-nodes, leaf-level switches (ToR switches)
deflect messages back to the network and not to end-nodes.
Note that, because the DFT is small (e.g., 8-entry CAM), the
delay and power overheads are negligible.

B. IOFD Policies

There are three policy decisions that IOFD makes to strike
a balance between over-aggressive deflection and inadequate
deflection. First, to determine if deflection is competitive
(i.e., the expected queuing delay at the switch is high
enough that a few additional network hops may be better),
IOFD compares the current queue position to an empirically-
determined deflection threshold. Deflection is allowed only if
the queue position is above the threshold. Second, to avoid
unnecessarily-long deflection chains and livelock caused by
loops, IOFD deflects only the packets with spare deflec-
tion tokens (Section IV-A). Once the deflection tokens
are exhausted, a packet incurs the full latency penalty of
waiting in the network queues. Finally, the possibility of
deadlocks must be carefully handled. Specifically, modern
DC networks (Clos variants [41]) typically use Valley-free
routing [42] or up*/down* routing [43] to guarantee deadlock-
freedom. Although IOFD can violate the rules of valley-free-
routing, such violations are possible independent of IOFD.
Hu et al [44] show the violations of valley-free routing in real
data-center measurements for a RoCE network. As such, IOFD
can leverage the same (or similar) mechanisms that are used to
handle failures to handle flow deflections. We employ one such
well-understood deadlock avoidance [32] technique by lever-
aging virtual channels (‘virtual lanes’ (VL) in InfiniBand [8]).
Deadlock avoidance employs two class of VLs: (1) escape VLs
that are guaranteed to avoid cyclic buffer dependencies and
(2) non-escape VLs that may incur cyclic buffer dependencies.
Packets/flows may move from non-escape VLs to escape VLs
(which ensures that flows in non-escape VLs can always make
forward progress) but not vice versa. In our context, if traffic
on one virtual lane (VL) – the escape VL – is not deflected,

and flows that traverse the escape VLs never flow back to non-
escape VLs, deadlock-freedom is guaranteed. Unlike deadlock
prevention which places routing restrictions that avoid certain
turns (e.g., [42], [45]), deadlock avoidance works without
preventing any turns [32], [43]; rather it takes the approach
that any turn may be allowed by at least some VLs. Recent
work [46] discusses deadlocks, other than routing dead-
locks, created by extraneous reasons such as SDN updates,
BGP re-routes, and misconfigurations. Such deadlocks can
occur despite deadlock-free routing and must be solved sepa-
rately (e.g., via sound SDN updates).

IOFD does not misroute long flows. Misrouting is a latency
optimization for short flows only. Unlike short flows, long
flows are sensitive to throughput not latency. Also, long
flows are a dominant fraction of network load, and, therefore,
deflecting long flows to longer paths would overload the
network. We achieve this restriction by setting the number
of deflection tokens to zero for long-flow packets. Deflecting
only short flows only a few times ensures that the increase
in link utilization and path dilation due to IOFD are modest,
as shown in Section VI-B.

Finally, if IOFD succeeds in dissipating localized conges-
tion then DCQCN does not kick in (i.e., no ECN marks).
Otherwise (e.g., deflection tokens exhausted), the flows incur
ECN marks which trigger the DCQCN fall-back. To ensure
that IOFD is activated before ECN marks are triggered,
IOFD’s deflection threshold is lower than the ECN threshold.
Our results in Section VI-B show that Dart (DASR and IOFD)
cuts the number of ECN marks, which trigger DCQCN fall-
backs, by 4x (i.e., the fall-back is infrequent; otherwise, Dart
would not perform better than DCQCN).

C. Failures Under IOFD

Because each deflected flow’s meta-state is distributed
across multiple routers’ DFTs, router failures must be correctly
handled. To understand how IOFD handles router failures,
let us consider how conventional RDMA handles failures.
The back pressure of InfiniBand/RDMA networks ensures that
packets queue up at upstream routers (and do not get dropped).
The neighboring routers detect a failed router and propagate
that information back to senders and effectively cause the
in-flight packets to be dropped. For reliable (i.e., RC) com-
munication, the senders must re-transmit the messages whose
completion events have not been received). This approach
carries over to IOFD without changes irrespective of whether
flows have been deflected. As in the baseline case, flows
blocked by failures are not allowed to locally reroute around
the failed routers (which could cause ordering violations).
Instead, all such blocked flows are effectively dropped and
must be re-transmitted by the senders.

V. SMALL-SCALE MEASUREMENTS

Dart has two key components: DASR which does not
need any hardware switch changes and IOFD which does.
Accordingly, we implement DASR in our small testbed as
we lack access to datacenter-scale networks (this section).
Because hardware changes are hard to implement for a paper,
we simulate IOFD, and the full Dart, at datacenter scales using
ns-3 (Section VI-A).
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Fig. 8. DASR convergence time measurement.

Our testbed consists of 20 nodes, each consisting of four
eight-core AMD Opteron 6320 CPUs running at 2.8 GHz and
256 GB of memory, which connect to a 36-port Mellanox
SX6025 InfiniBand switch using Mellanox ConnectX-3 Pro
HCA. The switch provides bidirectional bandwidth of 56 Gbps
per port. All the nodes run RHEL6.7 (kernel version 2.6.32)
and Mellanox OFED 3.3-1.0.4.

We conduct one experiment to evaluate DASR’s con-
vergence (Section V-A) and another to evaluate DASR’s
performance in the presence of incast (Section V-B). Imple-
menting DASR in our testbed via firmware changes on propri-
etary NICs is infeasible without vendor support. Fortunately,
because we do not have multiple applications in our test-
bed, we implement AUSS in the application layer, in which
senders and receivers exchange n values using application-
level acknowledgements. Further, we evaluate accelerated
DASR only using simulations, and not in our testbed.

A. DASR’s Convergence

We answer two key questions: (1) whether DASR converges
to fair share bandwidth, and (2) whether it converges fast.
We use two senders (Figure 8) – a long-flow sender (LFS)
and a short-flow sender (SFS) – and a receiver (R). While
LFS continuously sends to R, SFS starts a new transmission,
taking tf to reach R, which then takes tcpu to recalculate
the new n value. Finally, the updated n value is received
at both SFS and LFS, which then adjust their sending rates,
all of which takes tb. The convergence time is the sum of
tf , tcpu, and tb. However, because the key events occur at
different servers with independent clocks, the time components
cannot be determined accurately from the events. Therefore,
we map the multi-server events into meaningful single-server
measurements at R. First, instead of measuring tf , we measure
t′f for a specially-marked message from LFS to R indicating
that LFS has seen the new n value. tf and t′f are equal because
SFS and LFS are equidistant from R and those paths are not
congested (if anything, LFS to R may be loaded more than R to
SFS so that t′f > tf making our measurements conservative).
Second, upon receiving SFS’s first message at R, we measure
tcpu, tb, and t′f , which also add up to the convergence time.

LFS constantly sends 64-KB messages to R. Later, SFS
sends periodic bursts, during which both SFS and LFS drop
to 50% of the line rate. Each burst consists of 32K messages
of 64 KB each. We define the time to send such a burst as an
epoch. We measure throughput for groups of 1K messages
because per-message bandwidth measurement is extremely
noisy. SFS, LFS and R run on separate nodes.

Figure 9(a) plots LFS’s throughput (Y-axis) over time in
epochs on the X-axis. The vertical grid lines correspond to
SFS’s bursts. In the absence of contention, LFS achieves
43 Gbps which is the peak throughput achieved in our testbed

Fig. 9. Testbed measurements of DASR convergence.

for our message/batch size. However, when SFS sends its
periodic traffic, LFS near-instantaneously throttles itself to
approximately half the sending rate (22.5 Gbps). As soon as
SFS stops, LFS goes back to the maximum rate. We measured
1K bursts from SFS (which are seen as troughs in LFS’s
throughput) but show only five to avoid clutter.

Figure 9(a) is not a good indicator of the absolute conver-
gence time because the throughput is averaged over groups
of 1K messages. As such, we directly measure DASR’s
absolute convergence times in each of the 1024 epochs.
Figure 9(b) shows the distribution (solid line) of our 1K
measurements of the convergence times (in μs on X-axis).
The 90th, 99th, and 99.9th percentile convergence times
are 28 μs, 41 μs, and 44 μs, respectively. The unloaded
RTT is 15 μs. In contrast to DASR’s one-RTT convergence,
TIMELY’s convergence takes 50 1-ms RTTs. Figures 18 and 2
in TIMELY [13] show 50-ms convergence and the worst-
case RTT to be 1 ms, respectively. Similarly, RCP [29] and
ExpressPass [31] require several RTTs to converge; we study
their convergence in Section VI-D.

The above convergence time is for our DASR implemen-
tation which maintains the AFS in software (Section III-B).
We also show a dashed line in Figure 9(b) which depicts
the convergence time for a NIC hardware implementation
of DASR. Here, RDMA’s built-in completion queues notify
a sender that communication is complete which is faster than
in software. Then, our convergence time would approach the
hardware-RTT (12 μs).

B. DASR’s Incast Performance

We compare the completion times of short, incast flows
and throughput of long, background flows of InfiniBand
and DASR. We initiate short 256-KB incasts from a group
of servers every 100 ms to an aggregator server. Meanwhile,
we send continuous background traffic from another server to
the aggregator. We introduce random jitter of 0-100 μs among
the incast senders in each round. While InfiniBand uses its
congestion control [8], we implement DASR’s rate control by
staggering the messages in time at the application layer. Here,
we do not compare to DCQCN or TIMELY which require NIC
firmware changes and special timer hardware, respectively; we
simulate them in Section VI-A.

Figure 10 shows the median and tail (99th percentile)
flow completion times of DASR and InfiniBand (Y-axis), for
varying incast degrees (X-axis). As expected, higher incast
degrees lead to longer flow completion times and even longer
tails. DASR reduces the medians and tails by 2.5 - 3.3x.
DASR’s reductions in the tails are close to those in the medians
because the tails are only about 1.2x longer than the medians
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Fig. 10. Testbed flow completion latency.

in InfiniBand due to our testbed’s (small) scale. As the tails
grow at datacenter scales (e.g., 5-10x of the median), DASR
achieves greater tail reductions (e.g., 5x in Section VI-B).
Figure 10(b) shows the flow completion time distributions of
InfiniBand and DASR for the incast degree of 16. As compared
to InfiniBand, DASR reduces the spread and shifts the curve to
the left. Both DASR and InfiniBand achieve similar throughput
(within 0.5%) for long flows (not shown).

VI. AT-SCALE SIMULATIONS

We evaluate Dart , DCTCP (includes OS overheads),
DCQCN, and TIMELY using typical datacenter traffic
patterns [14].

A. Simulation Methodology

Simulated Network: We simulate a datacenter with
1024 hosts that are connected in an over-subscribed Clos
topology [41]. As per common practice, we use (1) an over-
subscription factor of 4 [10], (2) 10 Gbps point-to-point links
with a propagation delay of 5 μs so that the longest path is
6 hops or 30 μs, and (3) shallow, 225 KB switch buffers
and accordingly the ECN threshold of 22.5 KB (i.e., 10%
of the buffer size) [47], [48]. To utilize all the fat tree
paths, we enable Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing. Dart
adaptively deflects packets, in addition to ECMP.

Workload: We model our workloads based on real data-
center production traffic characteristics [14] and similar to
TIMELY’s [13]. Section 4 in [14] lists MapReduce and
Web applications as the applications that create the traffic.
Specifically, we follow both the flow size distribution as
well as the background/foreground traffic mix from [14].
To model background traffic (e.g., Web Index update), each
server initiates a long flow of size 1 GB with a randomly-
chosen receiver. Our foreground traffic that models interactive
applications uses short flows of size uniformly chosen among
{2 KB, 4 KB, and 8 KB} with a default incast-degree of 16
(varied later). Further, groups of randomly-chosen servers send
to randomly-chosen receivers causing multiple incasts which
are typical (e.g., in Web Search). Further, we vary both the
overall network load and the split between background (long)
and foreground (short, incast) flows.

DCTCP: Our DCTCP implementation is built over TCP
New-Reno. We set the initial congestion window to be 10 seg-
ments and the re-transmit timeout to 10ms (typical). We model
an OS overhead of 300μs for each data transfer and calibrate
our DCTCP latencies to match those reported by DCQCN.

TIMELY: We implemented TIMELY on ns-3 where the RTT
measurements are precise (i.e., we avoid the measurement
issues discussed in the TIMELY paper). While TIMELY

uses 64-KB segments to amortize the cost of NIC offload
which is not modeled in ns-3, we use smaller 1460-byte
segments which provides finer rate control and only improves
TIMELY’s performance in our runs. To reduce implementation
complexity, we use a window-based implementation which
sets the window size based on TIMELY’s desired sending
rate. We set TIMELY’s parameters as per the TIMELY paper:
Tlow = 50 μs, Thigh = 500 μs, α = 1 Mbps, and β = 0.8.
We also modeled Hyperactive Increment (HAI) for flows to
quickly ramp-up their rates.

DCQCN: DCQCN utilizes ECN to infer congestion, sim-
ilar to DCTCP but with different thresholds. On receiving
ECN, our simulated receivers run the Notification Point
(NP) algorithm and generate Congestion Notification Pack-
ets (CNP) back to the sender if needed using high-priority
queues. The receivers generate at most one CNP packet every
50μs, as specified by DCQCN. On receiving a CNP packet,
the senders calculate their target rate based on DCQCN’s
Reaction Point (RP) algorithm. Following DCQCN’s rec-
ommendations, we set the exponential averaging factor, g,
to 1/256, the byte counter and Timer to be 10MB and 55μs,
respectively. Flows start at the line rate (i.e., there is no slow
start). Finally, similar to TIMELY’s HAI, there is a hyper-
increase phase to quickly ramp-up the sending rates.

Dart : Dart leverages DASR and starts flows at the full
line rate (Section III). We use an 8-entry deflected flow table
(DFT); because we enable IOFD only for short flows (i.e., 2 –
8 KB flows), only a few misrouted flows co-exist at a switch
(Section IV-A). To ensure that the light-weight IOFD occurs
before the ECN-based heavy-weight response (Section IV-B),
we set the deflection threshold to be 15 KB (ECN threshold is
22.5 KB). Because we experimentally found that our IOFD’s
benefits diminish after four misroutes, we set the deflection
token count to be 4 (Section IV-A).

To avoid congestion in the reverse (i.e., ACK) path for
ECN marks in DCTCP and DCQCN, RTT measurements in
TIMELY, and n values in Dart, we use high-priority queues
only for ACKs, as suggested by TIMELY.

B. Latency and Throughput

Figure 11 plots the 99th percentile flow completion latency
(Y-axis) for all the schemes (individual curves) under various
load mixes using 8-KB short flows (the three sub graphs)
and load levels (X-axis). We show the 8-KB flows out of the
mix of 2-, 4-. and 8-KB flows as described in Section VI-A;
we cover the others in Section VI-C. Note that the scales of
both axes are different for the subgraphs because the network
saturates differently across load levels. Figure 12 is similar to
Figure 11 but it shows the median latency on the Y-axis.

Latency: For the typical load-mix (40% short flows, 60%
long flows), as shown in Figure 11(a), Dart consistently
achieves the lowest tail latency at the pre-saturation loads
of 20% and 40% with a mean reduction in tail latency of
82% (5.6x); the range varies from 79% – 89% reduction over
all the other schemes. Dart’s (mean) reduction in tail latency
is 79% (4.8x) when compared with DCQCN and TIMELY
(i.e., ignoring DCTCP). Dart’s DASR avoids iterative con-
vergence for receiver congestion to arrive accurately and
quickly – in one RTT – at the appropriate sending rate.
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Fig. 11. 99th percentile flow completion latency.

Fig. 12. Median flow completion latency.

Fig. 13. Throughput.

We found that 72% of ECN marks in DCTCP occur at the
ToR-receiver links confirming the key result that receiver con-
gestion is the common case [14]–[20]. Further, Dart’s IOFD
provides quick response to avoid spatially-localized in-network
congestion. Thus, Dart’s divide-and-specialize approach using
these two techniques achieves lower latency than TIMELY
and DCQCN. Further, Dart delays the point of saturation past
60% load where DCQCN, TIMELY, and DCTCP saturate.
DCQCN and TIMELY are similar because both rely on
iterative convergence of the sending rates differing only in
the congestion signals (ECN marks versus RTT measurements
as mentioned in Section II-B); their median latencies and
throughputs differ more (analyzed later). As expected, both
are better than DCTCP, which incurs high operating system
(OS) overhead avoided by the other schemes.

Figure 11 (b) and (c) illustrate the behavior when the load
mix is made lighter or heavier, respectively, in terms of short
flows (incasts). For the light load mix (Figure 11(b)), DCQCN,
TIMELY, and Dart perform comparably because there is not
much room for improvement. Due to its high OS overhead,
DCTCP’s latency penalty remains qualitatively similar to that
for the typical load mix. For the heavy load mix (Figure 11(c)),
Dart achieves 77% to 83% lower tail latency than the previous
schemes. Further, while the previous schemes saturate above
20% load, Dart’s latency increase is more modest as Dart
extends the point of saturation.

One trend across the load mixes is that the network
saturates earlier at higher short-flow fractions. This trend is
not surprising as short flows do not offer sufficient time to take
reactive action. (On the other hand, proactive methods such
as slow-start would introduce unnecessary latency for short
flows.)

Dart achieves significantly lower median latency at all load
levels and load mixes as well (Figure 12). On average, Dart
achieves 30% (1.4x) lower latency than DCQCN and TIMELY
and 66% (3x) lower latency than DCTCP for the typical load
mix. For the light mix and the heavy mix (Figure 12(b) and
Figure 12(c), respectively), the latency reductions are 36%
and 29%, respectively. Dart’s improvements in median and
tail latencies are higher here than in our testbed experiments
(Section V-B) primarily because the larger scale provides more
opportunity. DCQCN and TIMELY differ modestly in the
median latencies in some cases. Median latency reduction
indicates throughput improvements, as we see next.

Throughput: Figure 13 shows the throughput achieved for
the same set of load levels and load-mix ratios. Figure 13(a)
shows that Dart consistently outperforms the DCQCN and
TIMELY. The mean improvement in throughput is 48% and
68%, (mean across all load levels) over DCQCN and TIMELY,
respectively. DASR’s accurate and one-RTT convergence is
the key reason for Dart’s higher throughput. IOFD directly
improves only the latency and affects the throughput only
indirectly by avoiding DCQCN fall-back which would cut
the sending rates. As with latency, DCQCN and TIMELY
outperform DCTCP in throughput due to DCTCP’s OS over-
heads. With the heavy mix (Figure 13(c)), Dart is 173% better
(on average) than DCQCN and TIMELY. This improvement is
not surprising as both DCQCN and TIMELY saturate at such
heavy loads. Though the relative ordering with the light mix
(Figure 13(b)) remains the same as that with the typical mix,
the absolute throughputs are higher, as expected. We see the
correspondence between Dart’s median latency and throughput
at high loads. Like the median latencies of DCQCN and
TIMELY, their throughputs also differ slightly.
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TABLE I

SHORT-FLOW PACKETS WITH ECN MARKS

TABLE II

IOFD’S LOAD INCREASE AND PATH DILATION (%)

Fall-Back to DCQCN: To evaluate DCQCN fall-backs in
Dart, Table I shows the percent of short-flow packets with
ECN marks under DCQCN and Dart. Because long flows are
not latency-critical, we focus on short flows. As expected,
both schemes incur more ECN marks as the load increases.
However, Dart cuts the number of ECN marks by more than
4x at higher loads in typical and heavy mixes (i.e., significant
fraction of short flows) where there is more congestion. These
results (1) show that by filtering out receiver congestion and
localized in-network congestion, Dart drastically reduces the
number of DCQCN fall-backs and (2) reconfirm that these
congestion components are significant.

Load Increase and Path Dilation Due to IOFD: Table II
shows the percent increase in (a) network load and (b) short-
flow path length under IOFD relative to DCQCN. Both the
load and path dilation increase with more short flows ((i.e.,
light < typical < heavy) and at higher loads. For typical
and heavy mixes, Dart increases the network load by 7%
(geometric mean over the load settings) and dilates short-flow
paths by 16% which is roughly one hop (our topology has
5.8 hops on average). Thus, Dart incurs a modest amount of
network load to reduce congestion delays significantly.

C. Isolating Dart’s Techniques

We quantify the relative contributions of Dart’s two tech-
niques: DASR and IOFD. Figure 14 plots Dart’s 99th per-
centile flow completion latency for the 8-KB short flows
normalized to that of DCQCN (Y-axis) for the typical load
mix (i.e., 40% short flows and 60% long flows) at various
load levels (groups of bars along the X-axis). In addition
to Dart, we quantify the benefits of DCQCN with priority
queues using two priority levels to prioritize short flows over
long flows (Pri-Q), IOFD without DASR (IOFD-only), DASR
without IOFD or the look-ahead optimization in Section III-D
(DASR w/o LA), and DASR with look-ahead but without IOFD
(DASR-only).

As we see from Figure 14, Pri-Q does not improve latency at
low loads where the long flows do not cause much congestion
and hence provide limited opportunity. At higher loads,
Pri-Q improves latency as expected. However, the
improvement is limited because Pri-Q does not alleviate
congestion among short flows, and, therefore, performs worse
than IOFD-only and DASR-only, our key techniques. IOFD
and DASR specifically address congestion among short
flows — IOFD addresses localized congestion, whereas

Fig. 14. Isolating Dart’s techniques.

DASR addresses receiver congestion. Three key trends
regarding the relative benefits of DASR and IOFD are
apparent in Figure 14. First, at the intermediate load of 40%
(middle bars), each of DASR (including the look-ahead) and
IOFD contribute to Dart’s improvements. DASR contributes
more because receiver congestion is the common case
(Section VI-B). Further, the difference between DCQCN and
IOFD-only shows that IOFD can handle localized congestion
without triggering DCQCN fall-back (Section IV-B). Second,
at lower loads (left bars), most of the gains come from
DASR which effectively protects the short flows from the
long flows (79% of the 84% total latency reduction). This
result is not surprising because in-network congestion is less
likely at lower loads. The sizable difference between DASR
w/o LA and DASR-only shows the look-ahead’s impact. In the
absence of localized congestion, the opportunity for IOFD
is lower; as such IOFD-only contributes only 31% latency
reduction in isolation, and approximately 21% incremental
latency reduction over DASR-only. Finally, in contrast to the
low-load results, IOFD contributes relatively more to the
overall latency reduction at higher loads, where in-network
congestion is more likely (79% of the 93% total latency
reduction at 60% load). IOFD handles even this higher
congestion without falling back to DCQCN. DASR-only’s
relative contribution is smaller than IOFD’s (77% latency
reduction in isolation, and 35% incremental latency over
IOFD-only). The median latencies follow the same trends.
The effectiveness of DASR-only and IOFD-only illustrate the
power of Dart’s divide-and-specialize approach.

Sensitivity: We varied the deflection threshold
(Section IV-B) as 5, 15 (default) and 20 KB. IOFD
works well in the range of 5-15 KB, whereas the 20-KB
threshold being close to the ECN threshold (22.5 KB) results
in IOFD being disabled. We also varied the short-flow sizes
as 2, 4 and 8 (default) KB. Dart’s improvement across these
flow sizes match those in Figure 11. Finally, we varied the
incast degree as 6, 16 (default), and 26. At higher incast
degree, Dart’s latency improvement over DCQCN increases.
However, at 60% load and incast degree of 26, the network
saturates leaving no room for Dart. These results are not
shown due to lack of space.

D. Comparison to RCP and ExpressPass

a) Comparison to RCP: We study RCP’s convergence
using an ns-3 implementation [49]. We simulate a simple
topology with three servers that connect to a single switch.
The topology uses 10 Gbps links with a delay of 5 μs,
matching today’s datacenters. We set RCP’s main parameters,
α = 0.4 and β = 0.4, as recommended [29], [50].
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Fig. 15. Convergence time for RCP and Dart.

We compare how fast RCP and Dart converge to the fair-
share rate of 5 Gbps for the simple case of receiver congestion
with two flows. In our experiment, the second flow starts after
the first flow. Figure 15 shows time, in RTT time units, along
the X axis and the throughputs achieved by the two flows for
RCP (in Figure 15(a)) and Dart (in Figure 15(b)), along the
Y axis. Because RCP does not explicitly count flows,
it requires about 60 RTTs to converge (i.e., the second flow
joins at about 15 RTTs but the rate does not converge to
5 Gbps until 75 RTTs). In contrast, Dart converges in 1 RTT
by explicitly tracking the number of senders at the receiver.

b) Comparison to ExpressPass: We obtained the
ExpressPass [31] simulator from the authors. We found that
while ExpressPass converges in 4 RTTs for two senders
and two receivers in a simple dumbbell topology (matches
ExpressPass paper’s results), it takes 20 RTTs for 10 senders
and one receiver in the fat tree topology used in the paper
(the paper does not show this case). In the former case,
convergence is effected by fair queuing of credit packets at
the switch where the two flows collide, whereas the latter
case converges using ExpressPass’s BIC-TCP-like algorithm,
which is iterative and slow.

VII. RELATED WORK

Because we have discussed DCQCN, TIMELY, NUM-
Fabric, ExpressPass, and NDP at length in earlier sections,
we focus on other work related to our key techniques – DASR
(congestion control) and IOFD (load balancing).

DCTCP [9], a pioneering work in datacenter transport
protocols, finely modulates the sending rate by observing
ECN marks in each RTT and nearly eliminates incast-induced
timeouts. D2TCP [51] builds upon DCTCP to prioritize flows
based on deadlines. TCP Bolt [48] uses flow-level congestion
control via ECN to address PFC’s limitations. ICTCP [52] iter-
atively adjusts the TCP receive window before incast-induced
packet drops. Like DCQCN and TIMELY, all these TCP vari-
ants incur several RTTs (i.e., tens or hundreds) to converge to
the appropriate sending rate. In RCP [29], another pioneering
work, routers explicitly convey the fair share rate to the senders
that share a link. However, because RCP routers don’t have
per-flow state and many short flows begin and end in each
RTT, RCP’s convergence is iterative and takes many RTTs.
D3 [53] and PDQ [54] employs explicit rate control to priori-
tize critical flows. For the same reasons as RCP, D3 and PDQ’s
convergence requires several RTTs. pFabric [47], Karuna [55],
UPS [56] and pHost [57] address flow scheduling but their rate
control is still iterative. EyeQ [15] leverages RCP to provide
weighted fair share in multi-tenant datacenters but inherits
RCP’s iterative convergence. QCN [58] provides end-to-end
congestion control for RDMA in Layer2 but not in IP-switched
datacenter-scale networks. IRN [40] adapts ideas from

I-WARP to avoid the problems associated with PFC. Unlike
DASR, none of the above work isolates receiver congestion to
achieve fast, one-RTT convergence. DIATCP [59] is a receiver-
based rate control protocol where each sender informs the
receiver of the message size and deadline so that the receiver
calculates the per-sender sending rate accordingly. Though
DIATCP can achieve one-RTT convergence, its calculation
requires an a priori globally-common RTT which is achieved
by artificially delaying acks. In a DC setting, such delay
would force all flows to have the same RTT as the tail,
which is often 2-5x longer than the median [9]. In contrast,
Dart sends only the sender count to the senders each of
which then flexibly and locally arrives at a sending rate based
on the currently-observed, individual RTT. Apart from this
fundamental difference, while both Dart and DIATCP use
timeouts (Section III-B) they do so for different purposes.
Because RDMA has explicit message start/end markers, Dart
does not need to use timeouts for message ends. Instead,
Dart uses timeouts for infrequent, catastrophic events like
crashes. In contrast, DIATCP uses timeouts to detect idling
because TCP does not have message start/end markers. Thus,
Dart’s mechanisms are optimized for RDMA unlike DIATCP.
Because flow idling is more frequent than crashes, DIATCP’s
timeouts can affect performance – a timeout being too short
means delayed flow completions and being too long means
wasted throughput. Further, each sender in DIATCP provides
its deadline and message size to the receiver at the time of
establishing the connection. This exchange occurs before each
flow starts, but not necessarily before the start of all the other
flows in an incast group. As such, DIATCP cannot know the
correct rate before all the flows start. In contrast, DASR’s
lookahead (Section III-D) is based on the application where
all the flows in an incast group know before any of them start
that they are a part of an incast group. Thus, DIATCP does
not achieve DASR’s lookahead.

Among load balancing schemes, MPTCP [21], [60] splits
a TCP flow into many sub-flows that may be routed inde-
pendently along different paths. FlowBender [25] proposes
re-hashing at end-hosts to change flow paths. Presto [26]
splits large flows into equal-sized flowcells and uses a central
scheduler to balance the load. DeTail [24], Random Packet
Spraying [23], and DIBS [28] balance load at the finer
granularity of packets. Recent schemes [61], [62] improve load
balancing but they also require reordering at the receiver. In
contrast to these above schemes all of which reorder packets
which is not supported by RDMA, IOFD is designed to deflect
without packet reordering. SPAIN [22] and CONGA [27]
also avoid packet reordering. However, SPAIN pre-computes
multiple paths which are mapped to different VLANs but such
precomputation may be slow in reaction to short flows in
a datacenter. CONGA uses global congestion information to
load balance at the granularity of flowlets. However, CONGA
works only with two-tier leaf-spine topology and does not
scale to large datacenters.

VIII. CONCLUSION

RDMA can significantly reduce datacenter network laten-
cies compared to TCP but provides suboptimal end-to-end
congestion control for the well-known problem of incasts.
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Previous schemes target the full generality of the conges-
tion problem and rely on slow, iterative convergence to the
appropriate sending rates. Several papers have shown that
even in oversubscribed datacenter networks most congestion
occurs at the receiver. Accordingly, we proposed a divide-and-
specialize approach, called Dart, which isolates the common
case of receiver congestion and further sub-divides the remain-
ing in-network congestion into the simpler spatially-localized
and the harder spatially-dispersed cases. To address receiver
congestion, we proposed direct apportioning of sending rates
(DASR) in which a receiver for n senders directs each sender
to cut its rate by a factor of n. DASR converges in only
one RTT. For the spatially-localized case, Dart adds novel
switch hardware for in-order flow deflection (IOFD) because
RDMA disallows packet reordering on which previous load
balancing schemes rely. IOFD provides fast (under one RTT),
light-weight response. For the uncommon spatially-dispersed
case, Dart falls back to DCQCN. Our small-scale testbed
measurements showed that Dart converges in one RTT and
achieves 60% (2.5x) lower tail (99th-percentile) latency than
and similar throughput as InfiniBand. Our at-scale simulations
showed that Dart achieves 79% (4.8x) lower tail latency,
and 58% higher throughput than TIMELY and DCQCN.
As datacenter networks evolve towards adopting RDMA to
avoid TCP’s overhead, Dart’s superior latency and throughput
characteristics are likely to be attractive.
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